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About This Game

 Breath Of Warfare  - classic turn-based strategy with elements of RPG executed in a pleasant Low Poly graphics.

An exciting step-by-step strategy, with classic gameplay, is performed in the best traditions of the genre. The gameplay is
inspired by a series of X-COM games.

The game provides the ability to customize the unit for any style of passage. The outcome of the battle depends on the strategy
you devised and the tactics of combat. In the game there are more than 9 classes of characters, and it is planned to add new

ones. The game has a map editor that allows you to create your battlefield and play it with friends or against AI.

 Features:
- Powerful custom map editor

- Multiplayer game mode for 2 people
- Single player game mode

- Flexible and customizable team editor
- Different character classes
- Many weapons and armor
- Different characters skills

- Ability to play with friends on the created maps
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breath of warfare. breath of warfare steam

A Very nice music maker, basic and not overpriced. Seeing the game has rather positive ratings I decided to look into. After
spending almost hour I still have no idea where is the game.

As the guy said, positive reviews are paid off with in-game currency. The game? No such thing here. Really guys, just pass
over.. this game is like football but liam frans says it isnt. It was a fun game when I finally got it to work on my computer.. Sadly
I must advise against buying this game. In my fifteen minutes with it, the game does look like it has a lot of depth to managing
your guild and the heisting, but I feel like the game is just too fast. Your thieves bolt from place to place like the kings guard
was on their tail, there isn't much of an option to survey a situation because of how the game is designed, and you don't have a
lot of gameplay options besides "run into the building and hope there isn't a guard at the door."

It could be a good game, just not a good stealth game.. If you like this type of time managment game then this one is failry
good.

Pros:
Long - almost 50 levels.
Lots of different objects manage.
Multiple environments.

Cons:
Finsihing levels is no challenge at all.
If you are experienced at this type of game then getting gold time is far too easy on almost all levels.
The story is generic rubush and sterotypical.

Overall 7.5\/10. This DLC is exactly how it is described in section 'About this content'. It's a token of appreciation for this little
yet enjoyable time spent while playing this title.. The jog (or squat, or calf extensions..) in place mode is hilarious. Finally you
will feel sympathy for your FPS avatars.
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Great game, I love NASCAR and have played the games all the way back to the old Papyrus games on Windows 95. The
NASCAR games still haven't reached the height of fun they were in the PS2 era, but this is one of the best games since then. I
LOVE racing the trucks, Xfinity, and dirt. Still getting the hang of dirt racing.

Wish there were more online lobbies, and I wish I were better at dirt! Otherwise, great game - highly recommended! I am not a
hardcore racing gamer, more of a hobbyist but I am enjoying the game very much.. How can I get a refund?. I literally clicked
one thing and then the next. Within 30 minutes, I had everything and beat the game. Needs to be worked before purchase.
Doesn't work when i try to launch it!. Most idle style games are free, and for good reason. Their mechanics are generally
simplistic, and often their art and sound are subpar (if not almost offensively "retro").

Great Hero's Beard is the rare exception for the genre-it's of an unusually high quality in both art and sound, and is fairly
engaging. Rather than being able to leave the game alone for hours, coming back to reap the benefits of your AFK time, it
requires you to regularly (every couple minutes or so) come back to the game and recycle your gear or change stages.

While it doesn't reinvent the wheel with its moment-to-moment gameplay, it keeps things engaging with a very pleasant ambient
soundtrack and hand-drawn art and animation style. Trading in your loot (dropped by enemies) builds a meter that eventually
awards you either higher quality gear, or stat/skill points, making it more than just a tacked-on feature with no long-term value.

Your character's appearance will also reflect his current gear, which is a nice (and frankly, necessary) minor feature of the
game.

If there's really any complaint, it's that while every piece of gear has a unique name (Like "Poor Butcher's Cleaver" or "Infected
Priest's Barbed Hand Wraps", the names are for flavor only, and don't seem to reflect the quality of the gear, or any of the stat
boosts that you might get from them. All cleavers look the same, all tunics look the same, etc. While I understand the
practicality of that, it seems like needless flavor text that I generally ignore, and instead simply look at the stat lines before
recycling or equipping.

Also, since this is an idle game, it's not a "clicker"...clicking your mouse does nothing, and so you don't have to worry about
clicking like mad and dealing with finger cramps. As far as I'm concerned, this is a huge plus.

At its heart though, this is just a game about numbers getting bigger, and trying to make your numbers bigger than your
opponents' numbers. If you don't like idle-style games, you're probably not going to like this one.

But if you even SLIGHTLY enjoy them, this is worth buying, particularly on sale.. This soundtrack was fantastic. It made even
the boss fights emotional for me. Worth every penny.. Multi doesn\u00b4t work
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